Academy offering 2.0

As new functionality gets built and replaces older functionality over time, Academy continues to **deliver up-to-date** courses to prepare you in your future projects. Explore our latest offering of **state-of-the-art courses** that showcase interactive learning content and modern interfaces.

New elective!

**Automated Personal Data Management (APDM)** is an elective course about the Avaloq add-on module. The APDM module provides a rule-based set of features to **automatically detect the dependencies between objects** and their associated orders whenever personal data needs to be wiped to comply with **data protection regulations**, such as GDPR in the EU or PDPO in Hong Kong.

Sign up now before slots run out!

**Front WP menus, cockpits, reports & dashboards**

15 July 2022

This course takes customization specialists through the theory and practical creation of menu systems in the FWP, including the workbook, context and cockpit menus. It looks in detail at the reporting system and explains how to set up reports in the different cockpit views and how to bind parameters to them from the current view.

**Delta 2021H1 (Containerized Trading Adapters)**

27 July 2022

The aim of this course is to teach you how to set up adapters, particularly trading-related adapters like FixBridge, OmgeoBridge, EurexBridge and SIX Teleurs. It explains the purpose of these adapters and gives you the information required for customization in the ACP as well as the configuration needed on the container platform.

**Web Banking App Development**

28 July 2022 - 29 July 2022

This two-day course equips you with the programming knowledge and skills needed to build Avaloq Web Banking 3.x Banklet™ applications using Angular, Material Design and Avaloq Web Banking components.